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Introduction
2021 continues to be an incredibly disruptive year for the
communications sector across the globe. COVID-19 increased
existing pressure for traditional service providers to compete with
digital natives.
Digital transformation is playing a pivotal role in transforming
customer experience, and the use of data has become vital to
create greater business intelligence.
In this point-of-view, we discuss how Customer Experience (CX)
programs need to move beyond an exercise solely focused on
“winning with NPS”; and instead rethink what is required to amplify
the CX effort across the whole organization to achieve a better
outcome.
We believe the entire enterprise owns the customer experience,
and although many telcos have put a robust CX toolset in place
with a large focus on customer measurement, the most critical
pieces of this puzzle, mindset and skillset, are still amiss.
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Customer Experience is at the Core
of Digitization
Customer experience is a vital part of business strategy and a core element of every
digital transformation program.

“The way our customers feel
about BT needs to evolve,
needs to change”
Marc Allera,
CEO Consumer Division BT

Most telecommunication organizations have a program in
place that varies in size, complexity, and depth — usually
sponsored from the top to shift the whole enterprise into
thinking, behaving, and improving results in a customercentric way.
“A recent study by Forrester revealed that companies are
already rethinking their business strategies to become more
customer-centric, with 72% saying that improving customer
experience is a top priority.”

Net Promoter Score (NPS) - for good or bad - has become
one of the lead metrics after profit over the last few years –
with many executive bonuses now linked directly to its
uplift.

“We think now is the right time
to bring back ownership to
ensure a consistent and
integrated customer
experience across our online
channels and entire store
network”

The telecommunications industry NPS results have
traditionally been lower than other industries. This is
undoubtedly an underwhelming result compared to the
level of investment made and expectations set when
embarking on their CX program. So, why are organizations
struggling?
Figure 1

Andy Penn, CEO Telstra

Source1:
www.proactiveinvestors.co.uk/companies/news
/197124/bt-unveils-new-strategy-to-revivecustomer-service-reputation-197124.html

Source2:
www.cmo.com.au/article/686221/telstra-takesback-retail-store-ownership-lift-omnichannelcustomer-service-game/
Image source: customergauge.com/blog/nps-benchmarks-by-industry
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Why is your CX Program not Delivering?
Customer experience is a vital part of business strategy and a core element of every digital
transformation program.
Our team of digital and customer experience practitioners has been setting up, advising, and leading
our global telco clients in this customer experience domain.
From these engagements and experiences, we have identified and distilled a list of the core reasons
why any of the CX programs they have been involved in were seemingly not delivering the ROI or the
impact they had originally aimed for.
The key reasons common to many of our clients are illustrated in figure 1 below.

INTEGRAL
HONESTY

The team is delivering small
incremental improvements and not
thinking big enough

FUTURE
INSIGHT

Overly focused on uplifting NPS
metric vs other metrics which really
matter to customers

No one providing the hard truths around
the ROI of the CX program; it’s easy to fall
into complacency and follow the path of
least resistance

AMBITION

The team has a limited perspective;
most effort is on capturing and
analyzing the inside data vs
outside-in insights

MEASUREMENT

LOW VALUE
ACTIVITY TRAP

Focus is on improving each customer and
user interaction, at the expense of
delivering fewer impactful / emotive
outcomes

Lack of correct tooling and low quality data
is holding back the team; everyone is
focused on collecting and interpreting data
vs insight-to-hypothesis-to-test

INTERACTION
vs EMOTION

CX team struggle to inject ownership and
accountability across the enterprise, thereby
not connecting insight to execution

MANDATE
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A Simple CX Framework
A simple framework that rebalances and invigorates the current approach can drive a
rethink in the way you deliver on the CX agenda today vs. tomorrow.
Such a framework is influential in driving discussions and conversations across the team and
across the organization. It catalyzes the change in perspective and re-strategizes the level of
focus on each element.

The clarity of where the
value resides, supported
by a disciplined holistic
roadmap.

A relentless focus on the
customer and for the
customer.

Enable capabilities in a targeted
manner that link and maximizes
value realization.
Figure 3

This framework can be overlaid onto your existing CX program (regardless of the current
state). It enables everyone involved to realize that perhaps the main reason for not quite
achieving the expected ROI/CX impact is because the organization has been focusing on one
particular element in the framework at the expense of the other two.

By re-balancing, your organization primes itself for a potential step-change in results.
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Developing your CX Skillset
Enabling team members in all corners of your organization (including the extended
partner and supplier ecosystem) with the appropriate practical skills to meet the
challenges of ideating, testing, and delivering a better customer experience than your
competitors.
We recommend our clients develop a CX “skills day”. During this time, you can ask a varied
selection of 30 employees, managers, and directors, from all the functions of your business
to discuss their view on CX, and how often they get to practically apply CX skills on a daily,
weekly, or monthly basis to their area of focus in the business.
If you chance upon the small subset of individuals aligned to the CX Center of Excellence, or
linked to a specific transformation project, this may be deemed successful. However, most
employees might not know how they fit into the CX agenda of your company, and are
unlikely to remember when they last received any beneficial training to increase their CX
contribution. Of course, there will be an appreciation for the importance of CX in today's
business, but the reality of daily and weekly application of core CX skills is perhaps not so
prevalent.
The “Skills Day” allows employees from a wide range of units to understand and uncover
moments of truth that intentionally defines how the combination of mindset, skillset and
toolset come together to deliver exceptional customer experiences. It ties this learning to
their individual experience and span of influence. These micro changes at an individual level
can drive lasting improvements.
Key skills needed for successful CX Program:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Strong understanding of the CX metrics
Ability to tell a story through data and enable data-driven conversations
Customer journey mapping
Service design
Process modeling
Negotiation and influencing
Workshop and large audience facilitation
Strong presentation and communication skills
Proficient with digital marketing and analytical reporting tools

We do not mandate the same degree of skillset or the depth of knowledge for each
employee.
Proficiency comes with practice, and learning by doing. The more your employees work in
sessions and real-world scenarios to demonstrate and apply these skills, the better it is for
your business and your customers.
We suggest once a clear CX objective is set for the company to spend just as much time
developing the required skills across your organization as you do measuring the by-product
of all these skills coming together to make a difference (i.e., NPS). If your goal is to uplift the
whole organization in CX skills and practical, frequent application, the NPS uplift will start to
take care of itself.
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Developing your CX Toolkit
Inventing an intelligent customer experience involves reacting in real-time and taking
action based on quality insights. This requires a suite of tools with reliable data, easy
to use and interpret, and very accessible to a broad selection of employees. This is
imperative to expect a mass take-up to deliver maximum CX contributions.
A majority of incumbent organizations overflow with data and have established tools to
manage this. However, much of the effort goes into managing data rather than deriving
insights.
To facilitate a high number of people deriving insights instead of managing data, it is crucial
to focus on the tools and their key capabilities and manage white noise volume.

Most Important CX Toolkit Capabilities
Real-Time
Actions

Capability to
execute real-time
actions that build on
the foundation of
Dynamic Next Best
Action

Value
Calculators

Models applied to
calculate the value
of experiences as
well as customers

Prediction with
Measurement

Forecast the
behavior, attitude
and emotions for
customers to predict
NPS, customer
satisfaction and
behavior

Automatic
Privacy
Assessment

Changes to
functionality and
engagement that
assesses privacy
impacts on
customers and
stakeholders

Digital Behavior
Tracking

Online mobile
tracking for intent,
behavior and
sentiment analysis

Seamless
Identity
Management

Seamless identity
management that
meets enterprise
security
recommendations

Hyper Evolving
Segmentation

Customer
segmentation based
on how they behave,
react and feel, and
not on simple
demographic and
buying patterns

Triggered
Proactive Care

Sensors detecting
customers that need
help before
customer effort is
triggered

Beautifully
Simple
Dashboards

Enable audiences to
immediately absorb
the “so what” and
agree with the “what
next” resented with
insights

The traditional approach of creating a separate stack of CX Tools that do not integrate with
the broader ecosystem results in overheads of data management. It is imperative to ‘stitch’
enterprise tools together to focus on outcomes rather than niche CX objectives.
For example, traditional “voice of the customer” platforms and tools cannot enable the realtime actions that need to be taken from what is learned.
The cycle time from hearing what the customer is saying to do something about it is so long
that the business (and the customer) has shifted by the time an action can occur.
With an outcome-based approach, you don’t limit your CX Toolset to traditional voice of
customer or journey based tools that sit in a silo.
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Developing your CX Mindset
Everyone in the organization has something to contribute
Customer experience is a holistic company initiative, and every department and every
individual plays an essential role in the ongoing creation of ‘joined-up’ customer
experiences. It is important with CX to start with the premise that everyone in the
organization has something to contribute.
To achieve a high-performing CX transformation, amplification is critical. By not tapping into
all corners of your organization, you are working at a disadvantage for incremental
optimization and step-change innovation. Without tapping into the organizational culture to
understand customer needs, and analyzing data, the company will not deliver the compound
growth to accelerate ahead of market leaders.
Mindset is an important reason behind an underperforming CX. Mindset influences
everything your army of employees do daily. We aim to embed a CX mindset so deeply
across the organization that we move behaviors from the conscious to the unconscious. The
first step is creating the space in every individual’s mind and work schedule to begin to raise
the ceiling of understanding.

Identify your change agents
It is the frontline that often has the most data points and insights to offer, and has the most
CX impact on a 1-1 basis with customers. Start here and work upwards, using CX change
agents across the company to harness the collective energy into delivering the value into
process and ways of working.
We aim to bring the “sum of all actors in the system” to a higher level of understanding in
terms of what it takes to (i) fully empathize with customers of all types (ii) broaden
everyone’s perspective beyond the four walls of our enterprise (iii) create an overwhelming
desire to test, measure, and promote when you get a successful experiment (iii) optimize in a
fail-safe, risk-free environment (ii) reward delivery of exceptional and consistently repeatable
emotive experiences.

Fueling the CX transformation
Channeling the mindset is the fuel that drives the CX transformation program forward.

It must precede and go hand-in-hand with all the other elements of a successful
transformation program, such as the set-up, the governance, hiring, process definition, new
toolset, data analytics, and training.
So, how do you uplift and measure the mindset change of front office and back office teams
and individuals at a deeper, more transformational level? How do you ensure the CX
mindset becomes woven into the fabric of your future culture?
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12 Imperatives for an effectively
functioning CX strategy
We don’t recommend announcing a CX initiative with great fanfare, or running a frontloaded CX communication and sheep-dip training effort across the enterprise – hoping to
see compound results over the course of the next 2, 3, or maybe five years.
The value equation for a CX transformation program is as much determined by the
amplification of mindset and effort across the broader organization, as the tightly controlled
CX strategy, processes, systems and KPIs which get reviewed and approved at board level.

Focus the
Centre of
Excellence team

on catalyzing the
organization and
measure how well
they capture the
energy and
evangelize successful
experiments and the
teams behind them.

Show real
examples

of what “deep
listening” and
“customer empathy”
really means and the
value it has
delivered – a
narrative of the
organization

Don’t let the
leadership

and the governing CX
CoE fail on its’
biggest mission – the
uplift in CX mindset
across all the
enterprise.

Look for issues

that might go unnoticed to resolve
and set concrete
goals at every step.

Distribute
training

and easy to use of
tools and data
analytics. Involve the
entire company in
the analysis of data
to drive insights.

Work towards

becoming a deep
listening organization

Remove borders
between
departments

The CX value is
often found at the
interface of
handovers between
how the
organization
structures the way it
serves its customers.

By creating an
environment
that consistently
sets qualitative
targets

for customer
experience, CX plays
a key role in
employee KPIs and
motivates staff to
consider it a crucial
part of their jobs.

Look beyond

the data bias.

Less fanfare

Gradual and more
in-depth
engagement with all
levels of the
organization to
embed the mindset
shift.

Identify ways for
CX to be woven
into every
walking hour

of every employees’
mind (and that
doesn’t mean what
we typically see –
sharing the latest
Net-Promoter-Score
figures regularly).

Reallocation of
budget & time

to enable the above
- and amplify the CX
transformation
across the
organization.

These steps may be hard to measure, but are where the biggest gains lie – certainly from a
customer’s perspective.
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A Roadmap for an Effective CX
At the beginning of this article, we identified some of the main reasons we see CX
programs underperforming in the companies we have advised.
We then provided a straightforward framework that enables anyone to ask whether you are
doing is actually in balance and not over-focused on one dimension of delivery (mindset,
skillset, toolset) at the expense of a more rounded approach.
Finally, we would like to connect these two threads and share some ideas or
recommendations that will propel you to success. These are in no particular order of
importance – we recommend you prioritize the ones that resonate with your organization's
current scenario.

Reasons for CX
Underperformance

Ideas and Recommendations to Improve CX Performance

Ambition, not congruent with
the CX activity being prioritized
and undertaken.

•

Be more strategic – allocate as much CX effort as you can afford to on
your ‘big-bet’ future digital products and services. It enables a CX stepchange and an opportunity to change customer perception, perhaps not
possible with the current catalogue.

•

Rigorous ‘value-driven prioritization’ is needed as per the existing CX
projects and the enterprise implementation plan.

•

Maintain a level of CX hygiene as part of your agile development cycles,
but don’t get caught over-allocating resources without tangible ROIunless the compounding effect makes them worth investing.

•

Validate that the Voice of Customer is not limited to the Voice of our
Happy Customer (VOHC!) and avoid “listening bias” resulting from the
above.

•

When shaping the VOC program, agree on the correct ratio for each
customer category beforehand (existing customers, customers you lost,
customers you never won). Don’t simplify the insight because it is too
hard to do.

•

Extend the listening across the end-to-end value chain (ecosystem) and
both suppliers and sales partners. The value of today’s enterprises is
based on ecosystems, not individual entities.

Future Insight, not insightful
because it is biased and
unbalanced.
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Reasons for CX
Underperformance

Ideas & Recommendations to Improve CX Performance

Measurement, giving a false
reading of what really matters

•

Put NPS in its rightful place – it is not the be-all and end-all of CX
measures, despite how the market perceives it and rigorously reports on
it.

•

Establish an outcome-driven CX program that elevates the actual
customer data points that matter and has a critical role in business loyalty
and growth.

•

Identify how much effort is expended on low-value activity, and from this
analysis, put data automation and repeatable process right at the heart of
your CX strategy.

•

Ensure CX playbooks are well-understood by cross-functional teams. This
enables more individuals across the enterprise to contribute to CX
improvements (amplification) and follow a more direct line.

•

Make everyone in the business measure and report CX progress this way
round. Make it part of the way your organization thinks and measures
CX.

Interaction before emotion,
which means you never elevate
your offering in the minds of
your customer.

•

We are humans first, ‘process robots’ second. Any experience which
triggers a positive emotion will make it memorable; it differentiates your
offering and brand and is much harder for a competitor to copy.

•

Factor that into the way you think and measure your critical moments
that matter. Leave the traditional and bland measures of CX success to
the competition.

Mandate is too tightly
controlled and is limiting the
transformation of the
organization towards broader
customer-centricity

•

Most CX programs are driven by COEs which strategize, coach, influence,
but ultimately rely on other teams to implement before any incremental
CX value is realized.

•

It is therefore important to share the ownership and accountability across
all functions and teams.

•

Prioritize the setup of a network of key influencers and champions of the
program, and measure them on engagement and contributions across
their teams

•

Bring in outside-in view so that a fresh perspective can help identify the
truth that might be missed by those close to the day-to-day.

•

Continuously rotate the key participants and stakeholders so that a
change in perspective can trigger honest conversations.

•

Challenge the CX Centre of Excellence to present back progress without
mentioning NPS. Replace this NPS-led narrative with a progress check on
implemented value, and the uplift in adopting customer-centric ways of
working across all teams.

Low Value Activity needs to be
driven out of your CX program

Internal honesty, or lack of it,
can perpetuate a program that
is not making enough impact, as
it is allowed to create it’s own Clevel narrative, without
challenge
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CONCLUSION
A positive customer experience is imperative to the success of any
business. A happy customer also serves as your brand ambassador
in promoting your service offering.
Therefore, it is critical to equally balance efforts across developing
your skillset, building out your toolset, and adopt a CX Mindset
that enables your strategy to be successful.
Finding the right balance across these dimensions will
fundamentally change how you approach your CX Program and
shift towards maximizing its return on investment.

Sources
https://customergauge.com/blog/nps-benchmarks-by-industry
https://www.proactiveinvestors.co.uk/companies/news/197124/bt-unveils-new-strategy-to-revive-customer-service-reputation-197124.html
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MEET THE EXPERTS AND BALANCE
YOUR CX STRATEGY
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